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Abstract 
Let Ak = Ak(*) denote the left distributive groupoid on {O,l, . . , 2k - l} such that 
a*l=~+lmod2~ for every aE&. Let d 2 0 and put r = max {i; 2’ divides d}. For 
a=~ai2’EAk, ai E (0, 11, put V~(CI) = CaiVd(2’) and ,,&+) = 2(i+ Wd _ 2’zd. Then 
vd: Ak + Akp is a groupoid homomorphism iff k I 2*‘“. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 20N02, 08A05 
0. Introduction 
Finite left distributive algebras P. discovered by Laver [ 131 have received a certain 
amount of interest recently [14,3,6,5,7]. This interest is mostly due to the fact that 
a limit behaviour of these algebras is known [13] under a strong set-theoretical 
axiom, but remains open without this axiom. This paper brings forth an initial 
step of a general scheme that might eventually make the set-theoretical axiom dis- 
pensable. 
A combinatorial definition of left distributive algebras P, is very simple. Put 
P” = (O,l, . . . ,2” - l> and define a binary operation * on P,, so that 
a+1 =a+lmod2” and a*(b*l)=(a*b)*(a*l) 
for all a, b E P.. There exists exactly one such operation [ 133 and it is subjected to the 
left distributive law 
a*(b*c) = (a*b)*(a*c). 
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If we define o by (a o b) * 1 = a * (b * l), then P,,(*, o) becomes a lef distributive algebra 
[3,12,5,8-J, i.e. it satisfies 
(aob)oc = ao(boc), 
(aob)*c = a*(b*c), 
uob = (a*b)oa, 
and 
u*(boc) = (u*b)o(u*c). 
An element e of an LD-algebra is said to be a null element, if e o a = a = a o e = e * a 
and e = a * e for all a. The null element of P,, is 0. 
For each a E P,,, a # 0 there exists 0 I k < n such that a * 2k = 0; the least such 
k will be denoted o,(u). By definition, o,(O) equals n. The number 20n(“) is known as the 
period of a, reflecting the fact that a * b = a * c iff b = c mod 2”n(“) and a * b < a * c for 
0 <b < c < 2”fl’“’ [13,14,7,4,5]. 
The left and right powers induced by * will be coded utkl and a[kl, respectively. Thus 
we have utll = a = urll, utk+ ‘I = a * utkl and a[k+l] = a[k] *a for every a E P,. 
By convention, P, denotes the algebra with operations * and o, while A, the algebra 
with * only. A groupoid A,, n 2 1 is monogenerated, and it is free in the variety of 
LD-groupoids satisfying xIzn + 11 = x [7,14]. 
It is known [S] that the set {o”(l); n 2 l> is unbounded, if and only if the variety 
generated by a free monogenerated left-distributive groupoid A coincides with the 
variety generated by all groupoids A,, n 2 1. 
An LD-operation appears naturally in set theory [12], if we admit existence of 
a nontrivial elementary embedding j: I’, + VA. However, that is in fact a very strong 
set-theoretical xiom that implies huge cardinal numbers. Using it, Laver was able to 
present an equational theory of free monogenerated LD-groupoids [12], and to prove 
that all A, together satisfy exactly the same identities as A[13]. In the former case 
Dehornoy [l] completely removed the dependency of Laver’s results upon the exotic 
set-theoretical ssumption by finding a passage to the braid group B, . But up to now 
no similar accomplishment seems to have been achieved in the latter case. 
It is possible that such a proof will be obtained just by cunningly bending the 
original Laver’s proof into ZFC. Working in this direction, Dougherty and Jech [S] 
were able to prove that the problem whether the set {o*(l); n 2 l> is bounded or not, 
cannot be solved within primitive recursive arithmetic. In fact, they show that if the set 
is not bounded, then o.(l) grows so slowly that the functionf(n) = max{m; o,(l) < n} 
dominates the Ackermann function. 
However, if taking other approach than the one used by Laver, one will probably 
need much more concrete information about the operations *“. To describe computa- 
tion in P, seems to be a very complex, but not a hopeless task. In Section 2 we shall 
show that it is equivalent to determining injective homomorphisms rp: P,,, + P.. 
Among them the most important seem to be injective homomorphisms which spread 
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the values q(a) across P, in a regular fashion. The cases when the mapping 
0,. . pn + Pm+n, a,(a) = 2”a is a homomorphism have been characterized in [7]. Here 
we obtain similar results for mappings r,: P, + P,,,,, z,(a) = 1 ai(2(i+ ‘MI - 2i”), 
1 ai2’ being the dyadic expansion of a. The more distant goal is to describe homomor- 
phisms from P, to PFiCm,nJ, where Fe(m,n) = m + n, Fi+l(m,l) = m and 
Fi+ 1 (m, n + 1) = Fi(m, Pi+ i (m, n)). AS injective homomorphisms are nothing else but 
left translations (cf. Section 2), one might then be able to generate enough further 
homomorphisms to describe the left translation of 1. 
If we neglect rivial cases, r,: P, + P,, is never a homomorphism when m is not a 
power of 2 (see Section 13). Thus we shall usually deal with mappings vd: P, + Pnp, 
vd = r2d. However, in Sections 1-6 we also prove many results of more general character. 
In Section 2 we characterize all homomorphisms q: P,,, + P, as compositions of 
a projection and a left translation. In Section 3 we describe how an existence 
of a homomorphism can be helpful in determining periods. In Section 6 we introduce 
the notion of a persistent sieve, and show, how the persistent identities can be used 
to get bounds on o,(a), a E P,,. An identity a *b = c in P,, is called persistent, if it holds 
also in P,+l. 
The main results concerning the mappings vd are collected in Section 12. They are 
based on a complex triple induction process, which is in principal similar to the one 
used in [7]. However, here we have to follow for each n not only one mapping, but 
a whole family of mappings (these mappings are defined in Section 8). 
Among other things, we prove that V~P: 22n + P22n+’ is a homomorphism for every 
p 2 0, and o~Y*~(u) I 22p, if 222’ divides neither a, nor a + 1. 
In Section 14 we show how v,,(a) * b can be computed. The algorithmical aspects of 
the LD-algebras P. seem to be very interesting and they are likely to receive more 
attention in the future. Here we just note that the results of Sections 12 and 14 can be 
used to spare some computer memory in algorithms computing the binary operation 
*,,. (The memory consumption seems to be the main bottleneck in devising algorithms 
for P,. Dougherty reports [4] an algorithm computing a *“b up to n = 48 and using 
2.7 megabytes data file.) 
Dougherty [4] has followed a research line very close to the approach presented in 
this paper. Many results published here seem to have been proved independently by 
Dougherty at about the same time. 
The notation slightly differs from that of [7]. First, the adjective primitive is no 
more used to describe the class of groupoids isomorphic to A,. The adjective cyclic is 
used instead, reflecting so the fact that every finite monogenerated left-distributive 
groupoid G(*) is closely connected to some A, [9]. (For example, G N A, holds if 
there exists e E G such that e * a = a for all a E G.) Second, we write rc, instead of R,,, 
and cd instead of grn, m + d . The value of m, if significant, can be always deduced from the 
context. We extend the notation o,(a) also to a E P,,,, m > n by setting o,(a) = 0,(x,(a)). 
It is often comfortable to treat 0 E P, as the highest element of P,,. Like in [7], we 
order the set P,, by < so that a<b if 0 # a < b, or a # 0 = b, for any a, b E P,,. 
By No we denote the set of non-negative integers {0,1,2, .. . , >. 
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1. Preliminaries 
The projections rr,: A, + A, are homomorphisms for any n > m 2 1 [14,7]. From 
this one easily derives o,(a) I ~,,,+~(a) I o,(a) + 1 for any UE P,,,+l. The case 
o,+ i(a) = o,(a) + 1 is possible only if a < 2” [7,5]. A direct generalization provides: 
Lemma 1.1. Let m,d 2 1 be integers and a E P,,,+a. Then 
o,(a) I ~,+~(a) I o,(a) + d. 
The equality o,+d(a) = o,(u) + d can take place only if a < 2”. 
We shall often need the following result. 
Lemma 1.2. Let n > j 2 0 and 2” - 2’ < a < 2” be integers. Then 
(i) 0,(2” - 2’) = j > o,,(a) and 0,(2”-l - 2j) = j + 1, 
(ii) (2” - 2’) *“b = 2” - 2’ + b for every 1 I b c 2j. 
For proof see [7,2.1 and 2.21 or [4,3.2]. 
For an integer a > 0 put dza = max{i 2 0; 2’ divides a}. By definition, dzO 
equals co. 
Let w be a *-word build up from 1. Dougherty and Jech [S] define its signature s(w) 
as the greatest integer i 2 0 such that w evaluates to 0 in Ai. It is clearly true that 
s(lt,,) = d,a for all integers a > 0. 
Lemma 1.3. Let n 2 m 2 1 and a E P,,. If dza < m, then dzu = dzrr,(u). 
Lemma 1.4. (see also [4, Corollary 4.31) dz(u*,2d*b) = dz(a*, b)for any n 2 1 and 
a, b E P,,. 
Proof. Put k = dzb. If o,,(a) I k, then a *“b = 0. Let o,(a) > k, and choose minimal 
m < n with o,(a) > k. Then o,(a) = k + 1 and ~,(u*,2~) = 2”-’ = ~,(a:*, b). The 
lemma thus follows from Lemma 1.3. 0 
We restate now the Lemmas 2.5,2.9 and 2.13 of [7]. (They are slightly rephrased, in 
order to accomodate to the style of this paper.) 
Lemma 1.5. Zf a E P,, n > k 2 0 and o,(a) > k, then a *,(2” - 2k) = 2” - 2dz@*n2”). 
Lemma 1.6. Zf a E P. and n 2 j 2 o,,(a) > i 2 0, then a *” (2’ - 2’) = 2” - 2'for some 
ilrln-1. 
Lemma 1.7. Consider integers n > k 2 1, and a E P,, with o,- I(u) 5 k. Zf there exists 
b E P, such that 1 I nk+l(b) < 2k and a*,b$2”-‘, then o,(a) I k. 
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If the assumption j 2 o,(a) is violated, then, as we show now, Lemma 1.6 never 
remains true. 
Lemma 1.8. Zfa E P,, o,(a) 2 j > i 2 0 and a *,(2j - 2’) = 2” - 2’fiv wme 0 5 I c n, 
then o,(a) = j. 
Proof. This is clearly true, if a = 0 or a *,, 1 = 0. Hence it is true for n = 1, and we can 
proceed by induction, assuming that a, 0 and a *,, 1 are pairwise distinct and n > 1 
holds. If o,_ r(u) c j, then o,(u) 5 j, and nothing else needs to be proved. If 
o,- r(a) 2 j, then rc_ 1(u) *_ 1 (2’ - 2’) = 2”- ’ - 2’ # 0, and the induction hypothesis 
applies. But o,- r(u) = j and a *,,(Zj - 2’) 2 2”-’ imply o,(u) = j by Lemma 1.7. 0 
Lemma1.9. Zf0Ii<jInund0~r<m<nureintegers,u~P,,undu*,(2j-2’) 
= 2” - 2’, then o,(u) = j. 
Proof. From 2” - 2’ < 2”-’ it follows by Lemma 1.6 o,(u) > j. Start from the 
contrary and assume o,(u) c j. Denote d,(u *,,2’) by n’. Then n > n’ > m and 
u*,,2j-’ > 2”‘-’ > 2”. Hence 2” - 2’2 a*,2 - - j- ’ 2 a *“, 2j- ’ 2 2”, a contradiction. 
Thus o,(u) 2 j, a *,(2’ - 2’) = 2”’ - 2’, and Lemma 1.8 applies. 0 
2. Congruences and homomorphisms 
In this section we show that congruences and subalgebras of A, are also congruen- 
ces and subalgebras of P,, that homomorphisms cp :A, + A, are compatible with the 
operation 0 and that such homomorphisms are in fact nothing else, but projections 
and left translations. We also mention several useful properties of these homomorphisms. 
Recallthatu*,b>uforanyu,b~P,,,a#O[13,14,7]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let H = H(*, o) be an LD-algebra with a null element e E H. Suppose 
that cp:P, + H is a mapping such that q(O) = e and cp(a *” b) = q(u) * q(b) for any 
a, b E P,,. Then cp(u o, b) = q(u) o cp(b)for any a, b E P,, us well. 
Proof. By downward induction along <. If a = 0, then q(0 O, b) = 
e o q(b) = q(O) o q(b). If a # 0, then cp(a o, b) = cp((u *“b) O, a) = cp(u *” b) o q(a) = 
(da) * db)) o da) = da) o v(b). 0 
Corollary 2.2. A mapping cp:P, + P. is a homomorphism of LD-algebras ifs 
q(a) *” q(b) = cp(u *,,, b)for any a, b E P,,,. Moreover, q(O) = Ofor any homomorphism 
cp:P, + P,. 
Proof. We have q(O) = cp(0 ernO) = q(O) en q(O). But 0 is the only idempotent element 
of A,. Hence q(O) = 0 and 2.1 can be used. 0 
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For a groupoid G(*) and a E G the right translation R, is the mapping b H b *a, 
b E G. Note that a[j+ 11 = R:(a) for any a E G, j 2 0. It is well known that an LD- 
groupoid G(*) with G = (0, 1, . . . ,k-l}anda*l~a+lmodkexistsonlywhen 
k = 2” is a power of 2, and then G(*) = A,, [14,7]. Thus any finite LD-groupoid G(*) 
of order k which contains an element a E G such that R, is a cyclic permutation, is 
isomorphic to A,,, k = 2”, with a being mapped to 1. 
We now prove that such an isomorphism takes place even when we require only 
that a generates G and is contained in the cyclic part of R,. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G(*) be an LD-groupoid with a generator a E G and let k 2 1 be 
an integer. If a[k+lI = aandali+II#aforany15i~k,thenk=2”isapowerof 
two, G = {ali]; 1 I i I k) and the mapping q:A, + G(*), cp(i) = a[i] for 1 I i < k, 
q(O) = a[,+ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Put n = dz k. By [7,1.5] A, is a free monogenerated groupoid in the variety of 
LD-groupoids satisfying x[k + 11 = x. Hence cp :A, + G(*), Cp(ltil) = ati, is a surjective 
homomorphism and k = 2”. If Uti] = U[jl for l<i<jlk, then 
a = R:(a) = Rt+l-j(aIjl) = Rt+l-i(a[i]) = a[k+I_j+i]_ Ifi <j, then 1 I k -j + i < k. 
This contradicts our assumptions, and hence i = j and cp is an isomorphism. 0 
Proposition 2.4. An equivalence - is a congruence on P,,, n 2 1 tfand only if there exists 
0 I m I n such that a - b just when a s b mod 2”. In such a case P,,, N P,J - . 
Proof. R, is a homomorphism by Corollary 2.2, and thus ker rc, is a congruence for all 
0 I m I n. On the other hand, let N be a congruence on P,, and rc: P,, -+ P,J - the 
natural homomorphism. rr( 1) generates P,,/ - , rc(1)t2n+ 1l = n(l) and there exists r 2 1 
which is minimal with respect to ~(1) t,+ 11 = z(l). By Proposition 2.3 r = 2” for 
0 I m S n, P,/- has 2” elements and clearly n(a) = n(b) for a E bmod2”. 0 
Lemma 2.5. a o, b 2 a for any a, b E P,,. 
Proof. (a o b) en 1 = a *n (b *n 1) is either 0 or greater than a. 0 
Corollary 2.6. For every n 2 0 and every a E P,, the set (b E P,,; b+a} forms a subal- 
gebra of P,,. 
Corollary 2.7. Let n 2 1. Then 1 is the only generator of P,,. 
Proposition 2.8. A set B 5 P,, is a subalgebra of P, tJra *,, b E B for all a, b E B. 
Proof. Assume that B is a nonempty set closed upon *. If 0 # a E B, then a * a>a 
belongs to B, and so B contains 0. We shall proceed by induction over the number of 
elements of B. Let B # (01, a = min(B\{O}) and choose any b E B. If a *b # 0, then 
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(a*b) *a >a* b>a, and hence (a* b)* a and a* b belong to B’ = B\(a). By the 
induction hypothesis, in such a case a o b = (a * b) o a = ((a * b) * a) o (a * b) belongs to 
B’~Baswell.Ifa*b=O,thenuob=uisalsoinB. 0 
A homomorphism q : P, --f P,,, is fully determined by the image of 1. If cp is surjective, 
then q(l) must be a generator. Hence Corollary 2.7 provides: 
Corollary 2.9. Let cp : P, + P,,, be a surjective homomorphism. Then n 2 m and cp = rc,. 
For every a E P,, define a mapping q,,: P,,, + P,, m = o,(u) by the formula 
db) = a *n b 
for every b o P,,,. If b, c E P,,,, then cpa(b) *” q,(c) = (a *n b) *“(u *,, C) = u *n n,(b *"c) = 
rPa(~m(b*nc)) = cp,(db)*,Uc)) = cp,(b*,c). 
Proposition 2.10. A mapping cp : P,,, --, P,, is an injective homomorphism of LD-algebras 
if there exists a E P,, such that o,(u) = m and cp = (Pi. 
Proof. Let cp: P,,, + P,, be an injective homomorphism and define a E P, so that 
a *” 1 = q(l). We shall use induction to prove cp(b) = a *n b for every b E P,,,. For b = 0 
this follows from Corollary 2.2, and for b = 1 from the choice of a. If 1 I b I 2” - 2, 
then cp(b + 1) = cp(b)*,q(l) = (u*,b)*,(u*, 1) = u*“(b + 1). As cp is injective, 
u*,b=cp(b)#O for every l<b<2”. On the other hand, a *,((2” - 1) *” 1) = 
(a *n (2” - 1)) *n (a *,, 1) = (~(2” - 1) *“q(l) = q(O) = 0. Thus o,(u) = m. 0 
For any a E P,, the image of the homomorphism qa coincides with the subalgebra of 
P, generated by a. By Corollary 2.7, a is the only generator of this subalgebra. From 
Corollary 2.9 and 2.10 we now obtain the following characterization of homomor- 
phisms from P,,, to P,. 
Theorem 2.11. A mapping cp : P,,, + P,, is a homomorphism #there exists a E P,, such that 
k = o,(u) < m and rp(b) = a *,,Qb) for any b E P,,,. Then 40 = (P,,Q, and a and k are 
determined uniquely. 
3. Periods and homomorphisms 
If cp:P,,, + P, is a homomorphism, then there exist simple ways how to determine 
or estimate o,,(e), if e * 1 or e is in the range of q. In fact, this can be often done 
even when cp is not a homomorphism outright, but a condition like 
‘cp(u *m b) = cp(u) *” cp(b) for q(u) 2 e’ takes place. 
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Lemma 3.1. Consider integers n 2 m 2 1, e E P,, b E P,,, and a mapping cp:P,,, + P,,. 
Suppose that 
(i) e *” 1 = cp(b *,,, l), 
(ii) q(O) = 0 and 
(iii) cp(a *,,, c) = cp(a) *” cp(c)for all a, c E P,,, with a > b. 
Then e *,, c = cp(b *,,, zm(c))for all c E P,, and o,(e) I o,(b). Zfq~ is injectiue, then o,,(e) 
equals o,(b). 
Proof. Proceed by induction on c E P,,,, c # 0. We obtain e *“(c *,, 1) 
= (e*,c)*,(e*, 1) = cp(b*,c)*,cp(b *,I). AS b*,c>b or b*,c=O, we have 
e*,(c*,l) = cp((b*,c)*,(b*,l)) = q(b*,(c*,l)). Cl 
Corollary 3.2. Let cp: P,,, + P,, be an injective homomorphism, n 2 m 2 1 and let e E P,,, 
b E P,,, be such that e *,, 1 = cp(b *,,, 1). Then e *” c = cp(b *,,,c) for every c E P,,,, and 
o,(e) = o,(b). 
Consider qa (see Section 2) in place of cp, and put m = o,(a), e = a o b. 
Corollary 3.3. Let a, b E P,, and m = o,(a). Then o,(a o, b) = o,(b). 
As we will now prove, the homomorphisms cp :P,,, + P, are characterized just by the 
property cp(a *nr 1) = cp(a) *” ~(1). 
Proposition 3.4. Let G = G(*, o) be an LD-algebra, n 2 1 an integer and q:P,, + G 
a mapping. Suppose that ~(0) is the null element of G and 
cp(a)*cp(l) = cp(a *n 1) 
for all a E P,,. Then cp is a homomorphism. 
Proof. By double induction over a E P, (downward by <) and b E P. (upward by 
<). If a = 0 or b = 0, then clearly cp(a *n b) = cp(a)*cp(b). If a # 0, then cp(a*, 
(b*,l))= cp(a*“b)*cp(a*J) =(cp(a)*cp(b))*(cp(a)*cp(l))=cp(a)*(cp(b)*cp(l))= cp(a)* 
cp(b*n 1). •I 
We now state two lemmas which will be useful in further proofs. The first is similar 
to Lemma 3.1 and the second resembles Proposition 3.4. 
Lemma 3.5. Let cp: P, + Pk be a homomorphism, n 2 k 2 t > 0, and a, b E P.. Suppose 
that 
(i) o,,(a) 5 k and 
(ii) a *” q(l) = b en 1. 
Then a*,cp(c) = b *,c for each c E Pt; furthermore, o,(b) I t and if o,(a) < k, then 
o,(a) I d,(p(2”n(b)). 
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Proof. Proceeding by induction on CEP~, we obtain a *n cp(c *t 1) 
= a*“rck((P(C)*,(P(l)) = a*n((P(c)*ncp(l)) = (b*,c)*,(b*, 1) = b*,(c*, 1). This 
holds also for c = 2’ - 1, and thus o,(b) 5 t. The rest is clear. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let n 2 t 2 q > 0 be integers and let e E P,, o,,(e) = m and b E P4. Assume 
that mappings cp:P, + P, and $:P, + P, satisfy the following conditions: 
(9 cp(0) = 0, 
(ii) cp(a e4 c) = ~(a) *” cp(c)for all a, c E P4 with a > b, 
(iii) n,$: P, + P,,, is a homomorphism and 
(iv) e *,, $(l) = cp(b xq 1). 
Then e *,, $(c) = cp(b *4 c)for all c E P4. 
Proof. We have e *“h = e *,, n,(h) or any h E P,,. Let 0 # c E P4. Using induction we 
obtain e *n~,($(c *41)) = e *,(n,lCl(c) *mnmll/(l)) = e *,G(G&(c) *.~,$(l)) 
= (e *,,n,IcI(c)) *,(e *,~&(l)) = cp(b *xrc) *,cp(b *4 1) = rp((b *,c) *,(b *4 1)) = 
cp(b *,(c *4 1)). 0 
4. Slow growth 
Let a E P,,, n 2 1. One easily notes that a *” i = a + i cannot hold for many success- 
ive i unless the periods of a + i are small enough. In this section we collect a few of 
results of this kind. 
Lemma 4.1. Zf integers n, t,j and 0 # a E P,, are such that 
(i) d,a>t20, 
(ii) 1 <j<2’and 
(iii) o,(a + i) I t for every 1 5 i < j, 
then a *“j E a + j mod 2”. 
Proof. If j = 1, then this is trivial. Proceed by induction on j > 1. By the induction 
hypothesis a *,, (j - 1) = a + j - 1 holds, and hence a *,, j = a *” ((j - 1) *” 1) = 
(a + j - 1) *“(a en 1). By (iii) o,(a + j - 1) I t holds, and so a *“j is equal to 
(a+j- l)*,l =a+jmod2”. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let j 2 0, t 2 0,2’ 2 r 2 1, n 2 (j + 1)t and e, v E P,, be integers such that 
dzv 2 (j + 1)t and e = v + 2” - 1. For each 1 I i I r dejne vi E P, by 
Vi s v + i2” mod 2”. Assume 
(i) O”(Vi) < (j + 1)t for every 1 I i < r and 
(ii) o,(a) 5 jtfor each e < a c v, with d,a < jt. 
Thene*,i=viforall 1 <i<r. 
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Proof. Proceed by induction on 1 I i < r. The case i = 1 is trivial. By Lemma 4.1 
a. * 2jt = v. I ,+1.Hencee*(i*l)=ai*(~+2~)=~i+l. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let a, b E P,,, n 2 1, a *” b # 0. Let s and t be integers such that 
dzb>s>O and dz(a*,2”)2t. Asserme b<2”-2” and a*,(b+2”)#0. Then 
a *,, (b + 2”) 2 (a *,, b) + 2’. Zf the equality takes place, then 
a *“c = (a *n b) + (xt(a) *t(c - b)) 
for every b I c < b + 2”. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4 dz(a*, b) = dz(a*,2’), where r = dzb 2 s. Hence &(a*,, b) 
= d,(a *” 2’) 2 dz(a *n 2”) 2 t. By our assumption a *” 2” # 0, and hence a *“c # 0 for 
every b I c I b + 2”. Therefore 6 = (a *,, (b + 2”)) - (a en b) 2 2”, and 2’ divides 6. If 
6 = 2’, then z,(a *.c) = 7tl(a *,,(c - b)), and a *n b I a *. c < (a *” b) + 2’ for any 
bIc<b+2”. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that a,e,f E P, n 2 1, f > e and a *” b # 0 for every e 5 b <f: 
Assume dze 2 S, dz f 2 s for an integer s 2 0 and put t = dz(a *,, 2”), r = (f - e)2-“. of 
a *n f = (a *n e) + r2’, then 
a *,(e + c) = (a *n e) + ~2’ + (q(a) *t 0) 
for any 0 I c I rY with c = ~2” + v, 0 < v < 2”. 
Proof. Put 6, = (a*,(e + u2” + 2”)) - (a*,(e + ~2”)) - 2’ for every 0 I u < r. By 
Lemma 4.3 6,2 0, and thus a *n f = (a *“e) + r2’ + C 6,. By our assumption 6, = 0 
for all 0 I u < r, and therefore a *,(e + ~2”) = (a*,e) + ~2’. The rest follows from 
Lemma 4.3. 
5. The sections bd 
For every d E No denote by cd the mapping a t+ Zlda, a E N ,, . Then ad is an injective 
mapping of No into No and a,,(P,) E Ptfd for any t E No. 
In many cases we regard gd as a mapping of Pl into Pt+,,, the value oft being clear 
from the context. 
Proposition 5.1. (i) cd(a) < ad(b) for any a, b, d E No, a < b. 
(ii) go(a) = a and o,,(O) = 0 for any a,d E No. 
(iii) (T&g,& = fld,+d,for anY h,& E b 
(iv) c,,671k = nk+dbd for any k,d E No. 
(v) If gd : Pk + Pk +d is a homomorphism and 0 I t I k, then od: Pt --f P, +,, is 
a homomorphism as well. 
(vi) ad: Pt + P,+d is a homomorphism 1F t I 2(d2d)+ I. 
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Proof. (i-iv) are easy computations; (v) can be deduced either from (iv), or (vi); and (vi) 
follows from [7, Theorem 3.61. 0 
Investigations concerning the mappings crd have also provided the following result. 
Proposition 5.2. Let p 2 1 and a E Pzp. If dza < 2*-l, then ozp(a) 5 2P-‘b 
Proof. See [7, Theorem 3.11. 0 
Proposition 5.3. Let a,,: Pt + P., n = t + d be a homomorphism, let e E P, equal ad(a), 
a E P,, and let u = e + 2d - 1. Then e *” (~2~) = u *“c for every c E Pt; furthermore, 
o,(u) = o,(a) I t and o,(e) = o,(a) + d. 
Proof. As u *,, 1 = (Td(a ** 1) = cd(a) *n ad(l) = e *” 2’, we get by COrOlkiry 3.2 
e*,(~2~) = od(a etc) = u*,c for every c E Pt. Thus o,(u) = o,(a) and o,(e) I 
o,(a) + d. If o,(a) = 0, then the equality follows from o,(e) 2 ad(e) = d. If 
j = o,(a) > 0, then e*,2j+d-1 = ad(a*,2j-‘) # 0. 0 
By Proposition 5.1 (vi) we can easily decide when a mapping ad:& + Pf+d is 
a homomorphism of LD-algebras. We point out here two important special cases. 
Proposition 5.4. aq2*: P2d + PC4 + 1j2 d is a homomorphism for any q 2 1, d 2 0. 
Proposition 5.5. aq2d : P2d + 1 -+ Pt4 + 1)2d + I is a homomorphism for any q 2 1, d 2 0. 
Combining Proposition 5.3, 5.4 and 5.1(v) we obtain: 
Corollary 5.6. Let q,d, n be nonnegative integers with (q + 1)2d 2 n 2 q2d, and let 
u, e E P,, be such that d2e 2 q2d and u = e + 242d - 1. Then e *,, (~24~‘) = u *n cfor every 
c E P,_q2d; furthermore, o,,(e) = o,(u) + q2d and o,(u) I 2d. 
As we shall show now, under certain assumptions the Corollary 5.6 remains true 
even for n > (q + 1)2d. 
Lemma 5.7. Let q, d, n be positive integers with n 2 q2d, and let e E P,, be such that 
dze 2 q2d and o,(e + i) I q2d for every 1 I i < 2q2d. Denote e + 2q2* - 1 by u. If 
o,(u) 5 2’, then e *” (c2q2d) = u *n c for every 0 5 c < min (22d, 2n-qZd). Moreover, 
o,(e) = o,(u) + q2d. 
Proof. The lemma is true for n I (q + 1)2d by Corollary 5.6. Assume n > (q + 1)2d 
and prove by induction on m, (q + 1)2’ I m I n that o,(e) = o,(u) + 42’ and 
x,(e) *,,,(~2~~~) = rc,(u) *,c for each c E P 2d. For m = (q + 1)2d this is already known, 
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let n 2 m > (q + 1)2d. Then o,,,(e) I 0,-r(e) + 1 I o,(u) + 42’ + 1 I (4 + 1)2’ + 1; 
by Proposition 5.5 ~~~d:P~d+~ +Pc4+1)2d+1 is a homomorphism and by Lemma 4.1 
&n(e) *m a,&l) = n,(u) *m 1. Hence Lemma 3.5 can be used and we obtain 
rc,(e) *,,,(~2~‘~) = r&,,(u) *,,, c for every c E P2d. The rest is clear. 0 
6. Persistent sieves 
A sequence (iO, . . . ,ik) of integers with 0 I i0 c ... < ik 5 n - 1 is said to be 
n-persistent if (2G - 2k l)r21 = 2” - 2G in P n+ i for every 1 <j I k. If ik = n - 1, then 
this sequence will be called an n-persistent i&eve. Note that the one-element se- 
quence (n - 1) is by this definition an n-persistent (n - l)-sieve for any n 2 1. 
Lemma 6.1. Let (iO, . . . ,i,) and (i,, . . . , is) be two n-persistent sequences. Then their 
‘concatenation’ (iO, . . . , i,, . . . , i,) is also n-persistent. 
Lemma 6.2. Let n, d 2 0 be such integers that od : P,, + I + P,, +d+ 1 is a homomorphism. Zf 
(i0, . . . , ik) is an n-persistent sequence, then (i,, + d, . . . , ik + d) is an (n + d)-persistent 
sequence. 
By [7,3.2] the sequence defined by ij = 2d - 2”-j, 0 I j I d is a 2d-persistent O-sieve 
for each d 2 0. The exact values of this persistent sieve are of no importance here, and 
we just record: 
Lemma 6.3. For each d 2 0 there exists a 2d-persistent O-sieve. 
In this paper, Lemma 6.4 (see below) is used as the principal tool for proving 
bounds on o,(a). It gives ground to the intuitive feeling that a lot of nonpersistence 
can be derived from each case of persistence. In the subsequent applications of this 
lemma the persistent equations required by the hypothesis are derived from persistent 
sieves. 
Lemma 6.4. Consider integers n > k > j > i 2 0 such that (2j - 2’)[*] = 2k - 2j in 
Pk + 1. Assume that n > t 2 j and a E P,, are such that 
(9 ~,-~(a) I k, 
(ii) 7ct(a *n 2’) # 0 = 7r,(a en 29, 
(iii) o,(a *,(2j - 2’)) I t. 
Then o,(a) I k. 
Proof. o,(a) I k + 1, and putting a’ = a *,(2j - 2’) we thus obtain 
a en (2k - 29 = a ~“(2’ - 2’)r*l = a’ *“a’ = a’ *” rcn,(a’). However, rcl(a’) = ~,(a *,(2’ - 2’)) 
= ~~(a en(2’ - 2’)). By Lemma 1.5 %(a *,(2f - 2’)) = 2’ - r, where h = d2(a*.2’) < t. 
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Therefore a’ *,a’ = a’ *,(2’ - 2h)+2”-1 by Lemma 1.6. Thus a *“(2k - 2j)>2”-’ and 
Lemma 1.7 can be used. 
7. The mapping vd 
For a E N,, let a = C ai2’, ui E (0, l} be the dyadic expansion of a. For every d E N, 
define a mapping vd:N(o + N,J SO that vd(a) = ~Ui2i2d(22d - 1). 
Proposition 7.1. 
(i) vd(a) < vd(b)fir any u,b,d E No, a < b. 
(ii) v,,(u) = a and vd(0) = Ofor any u,d E NO. 
(iii) vd,vd, = Vdl+d2_h any 4,4 E NO. 
(iv) n&Vd = Vdnkfb Uny k, d E No 
(V) vd(Pk) E P,&fh Uny k,d E No. 
By Proposition 7.1 (v) vd maps Pk injectively into P&. Such a restriction of vd will 
be mostly denoted also vd. Note that Proposition 7.1 (iii) provides the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 7.2. v,d = (vd)n for any d, n E No. 
Our goal in the subsequent sections is to characterize the cases when the mapping 
vd: Pk + Pk2d is a homomorphism of LD-algebras. We start with the following obser- 
vations. 
Lemma 7.3. Zf vd: P,, + Pn2d, d 2 0 is a homomorphism, then vd: P,,, + P,,,,d is 
a homomorphism for any 0 I m I n. 
Proof. Let a, b E P,,, E P,, and put m’ = rnLld, n’ = rLld. Then vd(a*m b) = 
v&,,(a *,b) = xm’vd(a *,b) = ?&,(vd(u) *,,vd(b)) = (&‘v,,(u)) *m,(&,vd(b)) = 
Vd(%(a)) *m’ Vd(Gn@)) = “d(a) *m, “d(b)- 0 
Lemma 7.4. Zf vd:P” + Pn2d, d 2 0 is a homomorphism, then q,2dvd:P,,, + Pn2d is 
a homomorphism for any m 2 n 2 0. 
Proof. Let a, b E P,,, and put n’ = n2 d. By Proposition 7.1 (iv) 71,,vd(a *,b) = 
vd(n,,(a) *,, q,(b)) = v&(u) *n’ v&,(b) = %*Vd(U) *n’ %J’d(b). 0 
Now we collect some additional properties of the mappings vd# 
Proposition 7.5. Put v = vd:P,, + P,,2d. Then 
(i) v(2i) = 2@+ l)zd - 2i2d for every 0 I i < n. 
(ii) v(2i _ 2.i) = 2izd _ 2j2’ for every 0 < j < i < n. In particular, v(T - 1) = 2n2d - 1. 
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(iii) If a E P,,, then dzv(a) = 2ddza and dzv(a *,, 1) = 2d(d2(a *” 1)) = d,(v(a) *” 1). 
(iv) 1. aEP”,a*,l #O and then 
2(j+ lUd _ 2jzd+l + 1. 
j = Ma *n l), v(a *” 1) - v(a) = 
We shall also need this observation: 
Lemma 7.6. Let b and d be positive integers and let j = d2(b + 1). Then 
d,(v,(b) - 2’2d + 1) 2 0’ + 1)2d. 
Proof. Consider the dyadic expansion 1 bi2’ of b. Then bi = 1 for 0 < i < j, bj = 0, and 
V,g(b) = Vd(U) i- 2j2* - 1 for U = Ci>jbi2’. 0 
8. The vd’ aIIChOI3 
Let k, n, d be integers with (k + 1)2’ 2 n > k2d 2 0 and d 2 1. These integers remain 
tied throughout his section. 
For each a E P, define 
&(a) = max (r; 0 I r I k and rc12d(a) E vd(p,.)}. 
Now, %-,(a) = 0 = vd(0) for ah a E P,,, and hence k 2 q,,(a) 2 0 for every a E P,. We 
first make the following easy observations. 
Lemma 8.1. For any a E P,: 
(i) Ifd2a 2 r2d and k 2 r, then qd(a) 2 r. 
(ii) rfr 2 s 2 0 and YT&(U) E vd(Pr), then ~c&(U) E vd(Ps). 
(iii) If n > 2d, then q,,(a) = 0 if and only if22d divides neither a, nor a *,, 1. 
Proof. (i) follows from 7~,~d(a) = 0 = vd(O). If 7~,~d(a) = vd(b) and b E P,, then 
nS2d(a) = v,(n,(b)) by Proposition T.l(iv). If n > 2d, then by (ii) &(a) > 0 iff 
7&‘(a) E vd(Pi) = {0,22d - l}. 0 
Note that in general the value of &(a) depends on n. For n’ 2 n, a E P,, it is thus 
necessary to make a difference between &(a) in P, and &(a) in P,,. But, as the following 
lemma shows, in many cases both values are the same. 
Lemma 8.2 Let a E P,, and let n’ 2 n be an integer. Then q,,(a) provides the same value in 
P,, and P,, ifand only ifa$vd(Pk+,) or (k + 1)2’ 2 n’. 
Proof. Let q equal &(a) in P,, and let q’ denote &(a) of P.,. If q’ I k, then q = q’ by the 
definition of qd. If q’ > k, then n’ > (k + l)2d and 7~(~+~)~d(fa) E vd(Pk+l) by Lemma 
Kl(ii). However, z(k+I)2d(u) = a for every a E P.. The rest is clear. 0 
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For a E P,,, q = qa(a), consider the unique b E P4 with aid = vd(b). Note that b = 0 
iff dza 2 q2d. We say that a is a vd-anchor (in P,,) if b = 0 and a # 2” - 2q2*. 
Lemma 8.3. Consider a E P,, and denote q,,(a) by q. If a is a vd-anchor, then d2a 2 q2d. On 
the other hand, d2a 2 q2d implies that a is either a v,,-anchor, or a = 2” - 2k2d. 
Proof. As q&” - zkZd) = k, it is necessary jUSt to prove qd(2” - 2r2d) > r for every 
0 I r < k. But ~(,+~)~d(2” - 2r2d) equals V&2*). 0 
We give now another characterization of vd-anchors. 
Lemma 8.4. Suppose that d2a 2 r2d for an integer r 2 0 and a E PY Then there exist 
unique b E P, and 0 I j < 22d with a = b + j2r2d and d2b 2 (r + 1)2. Assume that a is 
equal neither to 0 nor to 2” - 2k2d. Then a is a vhanchor with qd(a) = r, if and only if 
1 5 j < 22d - 1. 
Proof. Ifj = 0, then d2a 2 (r + 1)2’, r + 1 I k by a # 0 and &(a) 2 r + 1 by Lemma 
8.1(i). If j = 22d - 1, then rcg+ ij2d(a) = Vd(2*), and thus qd(a) 2 r + 1, g r + 1 I k. If 
r = k, then qa(a) = k, and a is a vd-anchor iff a # 2” - 2k2d. On the other hand, if 
1 Ij<22d - 1 and r < k, then Vd(2’ - 1) < ?rn(,+,)2d(a) < Vd(2’). 0 
Corollary 8.5. Let a E P,, and 1 < q < k be such that there exists 1 I r c 2d with 
7&J) = 2’ - 2*+4zd , t = (q + 1)2d. Then a is a Vd-UnChOr in P. and qd(a) = q. 
Lemma 8.6. For every a E P, there exist unique b E P,, c E P,,, q = qd(a) so that 
a = b + VI(c) and d2b 2 q2d. Moreover, qd(b) equals q. 
Proof. As Vd is an injective mapping, there exists just one c E P4 with 7rq2d(u) = Vd(C). 
For b = a - VI(c) we obtain d2b 2 q2d; b y Lemma 8.1(i) it remains to prove 
qd(b) < q + 1. But r+r+1)2@) = vd(e), e E Pq+l implies d2e 2 q, and as c < 24, it also 
implies 71@+ l)zd(a) = Vd(e) + Vd(C) = Vd(e + C). 0 
For every vd-anchor a E P,, q = qd(a), one can define a mapping v,* = vz,,: 
P q+l +P, by: 
vf(0) = 0, 
v,*(b) = a + vd(b) for every 1 I b < 24, 
v,*(29 = 2” - 2” with s = d2(a + 2”2d), 
and 
~,*(2~ + b) = (2n - 2q2d) + vd(b) for every 1 I b < 2q. 
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Some of the basic properties of the mappings v,* are collected in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 8.7. Let a E P,, be a vd-anchor and q = qd(a). Then 
0) v,*:P,+~ --f P, is an injective mapping. 
(ii) If q = 0, then v,* : PI + P,, is a homomorphism. 
(iii) Zfq 2 1, then v,*(l) = a + 22d - 1, vZ(~~ - 1) = u + 2q2d - 1, u + 2q2d I $(2’) I 
2” - 24’* and ~,*(2~+ ’ - 1) = 2” - 1. 
(iv) nq2*(vz(b)) = v,(zq(b))for every b E Pq+ I. 
(v) 0 is a v,-anchor and v,*(b) = z,, vd(b) for every b E Pk+ 1. 
Proof. Put s = dz(a + 2q2d). From a + 2q2d < 2” it follows 42’ 5 s < n and 
a + 2q2* < 2” - 2”. (i-iv) now follow from Lemma 1.2, Propositions 7.1 and 7.5. If 
b E Pk, then v:(b) = vd(b) = 7Cn,Vd(b) and v,*(b + 2k) = n,,(2(k+1)2d - 2k2d) + Vd(b) = 
X,,V,j(b + 2k). 0 
Corollary 8.8. For every e E P,, which is not a vd-anchor there exist a v,-anchor a E P,, 
and 0 Z b E Pqdca)+l SO that q,,(a) = q,,(e) and e = v,*(b). 
Proof. Suppose that e E P, is not a vd-anchor, and put q = q,,(e). By Lemma 8.6 there 
exist a E P,, b E Pq so that e = a + vd(b), q = qd(a) and d2a 2 q2d. If a # 2” - 2k2d, 
then a is a vd-anchor by Lemma 8.3. In such a case b # 0, and hence e = v,*(b). If 
a = 2” - 2k2d, then q = k, a = n,,vd(2k) and e = n,Vd(2k + b). The result now follows 
from Proposition 8.7(v). 0 
Corollary 8.9. Let e E P, and suppose that there exist integers r, b with zr2d(e) = vd(b) 
and b # 0. Then e is not a vd-anchor in P,. 
Proof. If r > k, then e = vd(b) for b E P k+ 1, Q*(e) = v,7C,(b) and nk(b) # 0 if b # 2k. 
As ~~(2~) is not a vd-anchor, we can assume r I k. Now, q = qd(e) 2 r by Lemma 
S.l(ii), and hence rcq2*(e) = Vd(bl) for b’ # 0 by Proposition 7.l(iv). 0 
The case n = 22d is of special importance. Using Lemmas 8.2,8.3,8.6 and Corollary 
8.9 we easily get the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.10. Suppose that b E P2z* is not a v,-anchor. Then there exist c,z E P22* such 
that b = c + vd(z + l), and either 
(1) c = 0 and 0 < z I 2 2d - 2, or 
(2) c # 0 is a vd-anchor in P, for any m 2 22d, c#v,j(P2*), 2d >j = qd(b) = qd(c) 2 1 
and 0 I z < 2j - 2. 
Moreover, if m 2 22d and j’ = qd(c) + 1 in P,,,, then b = v:(z*~ 1). 
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We conclude this section giving three lemmas that will be invoked in proofs in 
which we shall show that the mappings vf are in many cases homomorphisms. 
Lemma 8.11. Let a E P,, be a v,,-anchor, q = qa(a), q’ = q + 1, and assume that vd: Pq + Pq2d 
is a homomorphism. If 2q’ > b > 2q, then vz(b *q. c) = v,*(b) *” v,*(c) for any c E Pq,. 
Proof. From Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 8.7(iv) it follows v,*(b) = (2” - 2q2d) *,, 
v,(z,(b)). As o&,*(b)) I q2d, we have vz(b)*,vz(c) = v,*(b)*,x,,d(v,*(c)) = 
v,*(b) *,((2” - 2’*‘) *,vd(nq(c)) = (2” - 2q2d) *,(Vd71q(b) *nVd?rq(c)) = (2” - 2’*‘) *” 
Vd(7Cq(b *q, c)) = v,*(b *q, c). 0 
Lemma 8.12. Let a E P,, be a vd-anchor, q = qd(a), q’ = q + 1 and let c E Pq.. Then 
v324*q’c) = v,*(24)*,v,*(c). 
Proof. Denote d2(a + 2q2d) by s. Then ~,*(2~) = 2” - 2”, s 2 q2’, x,(a) = 2” - 2q2d and 
71,($(c)) = (2” - 2q2d) *S vd(nq(c)). Thus ~32~) 43~) = (2” - 2”) *,((2” - 2”*‘) *n 
Vd(z,(c))) = (2” - 2”*‘) *n Vd(7tq(c)) = ~,*(2~ *q, c) by Lemma 1.2. 0 
Lemma 8.13. Let a E P, be a vd-anchor, q = qd(a) 2 1, q’ = q + 1, e = a + 2q2d - 1 and 
assume o,,(e) I 2d. Then ~,*((2~ - 1) *q. c) = ~,*(2~ - 1) *,, v:(c) for any c E Pq,. 
Proof. Clearly e = ~,*(2~ - 1). Denote d2(a + 2q2d) by s. If c is even, then d2v,*(c) 2 2d, 
and hence e *.vf(c) = 0. If c is odd, then e*,v,*(c) = e *n(22d - 1) = e*,(2” - 1) = 
2” - 2” by Lemma 1.5. 0 
9. Mappings v.* and the persistent sieves 
Lemma 9.1. Let a E P, be a vd-anchor, d 2 1, q = qd(a), e = a + 24*’ - 1, and suppose 
that (q + 1)2’ 2 n. Then o,(e) I 2d. 
Proof. This is clear by Lemma 1.1, as oq2d(e) = 0. 0 
The following lemma is crucial for the induction process which is behind the main 
theorems of this paper. In fact, it is the only place where persistent sieves are explicitly 
applied. 
Lemma 9.2. Let a E P,, be a v,-anchor, d 2 1, q = qd(a), e = a + 2q2d - 1, and suppose 
that t = (q + 1)2d < n. Denote by g the element Of P2d with z,(e *,, 1) = rJ,&J *2d l), and 
assume g # 22d - 2. Assume also that there exists a 2d-persistent l-sieve and that 
o,(v) I t for any v E P,, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) v can be expressed as e *n b for some b E P,,, and 
(ii) q(v) = 2’ - 2r+q2d forsome11r12d-l. 
Zf ~,_~(e) I 2d, then o,(e) I 2d as well. 
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Proof. The mapping CJ~~~: P2d -+ P, is a homomorphism of LD-algebras by Proposi- 
tion 5.4. By Lemma 8.3 dza 2 q2d, and thus there exists g E P2d with 
a&g *2d 1) = z,(e *n 1). The mapping crq2d is injective, and g is therefore determined 
uniquely. Since q = qd(a) and t c n, 
2’ - 2q2d = vd(2’). Hence g # 0 # g 
~~(a) = oq2d(g) can be neither 0 nor 
*2d 1, and from Corollary 3.2 one obtains 
1 I o,(e) = 02d(g) < 2d. 
Suppose that g is even. As d 2 1 and g # 22d - 2, Lemma 1.2 implies 02d(g) 2 2. 
Therefore n,(e) 5 2 # 0 = n,(e) 5 22d-1, and there exist neighbouring members i, j of 
the 2d-persistent l-sieve such that n,(e) *$2’ # 0 = rc&e) *$2j, 2d - 1 2 j > i 2 1. 
If g is odd, then we consider a 2d-persistent O-sieve. By Lemma 6.3 such sieve exists 
for any d 2 1. As g # 0 # g *2d 1, we can choose neighbouring members i,j of this sieve 
so that rc,(e) *t 2’ # 0 = ret(e) *r 2j, 2d - 1 2j > i 2 0. 
Set now u = e*,(2j - 2’). Then n,(u) # 0, and by Lemma 1.5 n,(o) = 
ret(e) *,(2’ - 2’) = 2’ - 2’, where i = d2(e *,, 2’). As rc,(e) *t 2’ = cq2d(g *2d2i) by Corol- 
lary3.2,wehave1=q2d+d2(g*2d2i).Ifgiseven,thend2(g*2d2i)21byi~1.Ifgis 
odd, then d2(g *2d2i) 2 d2(g *2d 1) 2 1. 
&(U) = 2’ - 2r+Qd 
Setting I = d,( g e2d 2’) we obtain 
for some 1 I r I 2d - 1. By our assumptions o,(u) < t, and so by 
Lemma 6.4 o,_ I(e) I 2’ implies o,(e) 5 r. 0 
We shall also need the following two easy lemmas. Then we prove the fundamental 
result of this paper, from which the main theorems will be deduced. 
Lemma 9.3. Let a E P,, be a vd-anchor, q = qd(a) and d positive integers and let e equal 
a + 2’J2’ - 1. If q # 0, then rc22$e) 2 22d - 1. 
Proof. If q 2 2d, then rczzd(e) = 222d - 1 > 22d - 1. Assume q < 2d. The result is obvi- 
ous, if a = 0. For a # 0 use z22d(e) 2 rc(,+ rj2d(e) and Lemma 8.4. 0 
Lemma 9.4. Let d, n be positive integers and let e E P,, be equal to v,*(b) for a v,-anchor 
a E P,,, q = qd(a) and 1 I b < 2q - 1. If v,*(b sq, c) = e en n,,v,,(c) for any c E Pq,, 
q’ = q + 1, then o,,(e) I oq(b)2d. 
Proof. Denote o,,(b) by j. Then d2vd(2j) = j2d, and hence e en 7c,(2j2”) = 0. 0 
Proposition 9.5. Let d 2 1 and 22d + 2d 2 n 2 1 be integers, and assume there exists 
a 2d-persistent 1-sieue. Then for any e E P,,: 
(i) Let a E P,, be a vd-anchor, q’ = qd(a) + 1 and b E Pq.. If the formula 
e *” c = v,*(b eq. zqj(c)) 
holds for c = 1, it holds for every c E P,. In particular, o,(e) = o,(b). 
(ii) 1fe is a vd-anchor, q = qd(e) and u = e + vd(2’ - l), then 
e *” (~2~~‘) = 24 *” c 
for every integer 0 I c < min(22d, 2n-qZd). Moreouer, o,(e) = o,,(u) + q2d. 
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(iii) Let a E P,, be a v,-anchor, q = qa(a) and e = a + 2@* - 1. Ifn > 22d, assume also 
7c22*(e)~22* - 1. Then o,(e) is less or equal to 2d. 
(iv) Let a E P, be a Vd-anchor, q’ = qd(a) + 1 and 6, c E P4.. If e = v,*(b), then 
e*,v,*(c) = v,*(b*,,c). 
Moreover, if 1 I b I 2q*(*) - 2, then 
v,*(b Q C) = C *n n,Vd(c). 
(v) Ifj is an integer with n 2 j2d > d2 e, and Vd(2j) > TT(j+ 1)2*(e) > Vd(2j - 1) iS true, 
then o,(e) I j2d. 
Proof. Denote by k the integer with (k + 1)2d 2 n > k2d. By Corollary 5.6, (ii) holds 
for every vd-anchor e with &(e) = k. Thus it is also true for e = 0. It is now easy to 
verify (i-v), if e = 0 or e *,, 1 = 0. The proposition is thus true for n = 1, and we assume 
it holds for every 1 I n’ < n. We shall proceed by downward induction on e, assuming 
that neither e nor e *n 1 equals 0. 
(i) follows from Lemma 3.1 and (iv), and (ii) follows from (iii), Lemma 8.4, (v) and 
Lemma 5.7, provided 4 2 1. If 4 = 0, then u = e and (ii) is trivial. 
Let a E P, be a vd-anchor, 4 = &(a) and e = a + 242d - 1. If n > ZZd, assume also 
7c22*(e)+22* - 1. Set t = (q + 1)2d. If t 2 n, then o,(e) I 2d follows from Lemma 9.1. 
Assume t < n; there exists g E P2* with z,(e *” 1) = gq2*(g *2* 1). Consider 
v = e *” b, b E P,,, such that z~(v) = 2’ - 2rfqZd for some 1 I r < 2d, and put 
u = v + 242d - 1. By Corollary 8.5 v is a vd-anchor. If 4 # 0, then z2z*(u)d>22d - 1 by 
Lemma 9.3. If 4 = 0, then u = D, and n2z*(e)+22d - 1 implies n2z*(u)+2’ - 1. By (iv) 
O,(U) I 2d, and by (ii) o,(v) I t. Hence Lemma 9.2 can be used and we obtain 
o,,(e) < 2d, provided g # 2d - 2. 
Suppose now that g = 2d - 2. Then z,(e *” 1) = vd(24), and hence 
r = q,,(e *n 1) 2 q + 1. By Corollary 8.8 there exist a vd-anchor c E P, with r = qd(c) 
and an element b E P,, with e *” 1 = v,*(b **, l), where r’ = r + 1. By (i) o,(e) = o,,(b), 
and so o,(e) I 2d, if r’ < 2d. Assume r’ > 2d; then n I 2d(2d + 1) implies r’ = 2d + 1 
and n > 22d. Therefore o,,(e) = o,,(b) I 2d for b # 0, and by Proposition 8.7 (iv) 
nzz*(e *” 1) = vd(l), if b = 0. Thus ~22*(e)<22d - 1, when b = 0. We have proved (iii). 
Let now a E P, be a vd-anchor, q = qd(a), q’ = q + 1 and let e = v,*(b) for 
1 < b I 2q - 2 (thus q 2 2). Denote d2(b + 1) by j and put v = e - 2j2* + 1. Then 
d2v 2 (j + 1)2d by Lemma 7.6, k 2 q > j, and by Lemma 8.4 vi = v + i2j2* is a vd- 
anchor for each 1 5 i I 2” - 2. By Proposition 7.5 (iv) v,*(b + 1) = 
v + (22* - 1)2jZd; we are going to prove that v,*(b + 1) can be expressed as 
v:(b) *n Q(l). 
Assume first n > 22d and 712Z*(Vi)<2’* - 1 for some 1 I i < 2’* - 2. Then j = 0, 
d2v 2 22d and e = v. As, by (iii), 02z*(v + i) I 2d for each 1 I i I 22d - 2, we have 
o,(v + i) I 2d+’ I 22d by Lemma 1.1, and hence e *,,(2’* - 1) = e + 2” - 1 by 
Lemma 4.1. 
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Assume now n I 22d, or R22d(Vi)+22d - 1 for every 1 I i I 22d - 2. By (ii), (iii) and 
Lemma 9.3 O,(Ui) I (j + 1)2d for all 1 I i I 22d - 2, and with respect o (v) we can 
employ Lemma 4.2 to get v,*(b *4. 1) = v,*(b) *,, vd(1). 
If q’2d < n, then choose Ic/ to be the homomorphism vd:P,, + Pqr2d. In that case 
o,(e) I o,_i(e) + 1 < q2d + 1 < q’2d by Lemma 9.4. If q’2d 2 n, set 
$ = ?&iv,,:P@ +P,_r. By Proposition 8.7(v) and Lemma 7.4 this is also 
a homomorphism. Since o,(e) < n, Lemma 3.6 provides v,*(b *4. c) = e *” $(c) for any 
CEP~,. As $(c) = 7rn_r(7rnvn(c)), we have vZ(b*,,c) = e*,rc,vd(c), for all cEP4,. By 
Lemma 9.4 o,(e) I q2d, by Proposition 8.7(iv) and Proposition 7.1 (iv) 
rr,2d(vz(c)) = ?t,r2d(vd(c)), and so v,*(b *Q. c) = e *,, v,*(c) for every c E P4,. Together with 
Lemmas 8.11-13 this completes the proof of (iv). 
It remains to prove (v). Suppose that n >j2d > d,e and vd(2j) > 
~(~+~)~d(e) > vd(2j - 1). Then j 2 1 and q = qd(e) I j. Let first n > 22d and 
7c22d(e)<22d - 1. If j < 2d, then vd(2j - 1) 2 22d - l>zzzd(e) 2 Xcj+i)2d(e) # 0. Thus 
j = 2d, and o,(e) I 2d+’ I 22d by 02zd(e) I 2d and 1.1. 
Let now n I 22d or rc2zd(e)>22d - 1, and let e = a + vd(b), b E P4 and d2a 2 q2d. By 
Lemma 8.3 and Lemma 1.2 we can assume that a is a vd-anchor. If q = j, then b # 0, 
and so o,(e) I j2d by (iv), (iii), (ii), Lemmas 9.3 and 9.4. 0 
From (ii), (iii) and (iv) we immediately obtain: 
Corollary 9.6. Let d 2 1 and 22d 2 n 2 1 be integers, and assume there exists a 2d- 
persistent l-sieve. Zfa E P, is a vd-anchor, then o,,(u) I (qd(a) + l)2d. 
Corollary 9.6 together with (v), Lemma 8.4 and Proposition 4.2 provide: 
Corollary 9.7. Let d 2 1, 22d 2 n 2 1 and q 2 0 be integers, and assume there exists 
a 2d-persistent l-sieve. Consider e E P,, with t = (q + 1)2d > d2e 2 q2d, and put 
h = e - n,(e) + 2q2d - 1. Then n,(e) = ~2~~’ for 0 # c E P2d and e = h*,c. 
10. Admissible vd-anchors 
Throughout this section fix again integers k, n and d so that (k + 1)2d 2 n > k2d 2 0 
and d 2 1. We shall consider the mutual relations of vd-anchors and v,,-anchors. 
The induction process used in the proof of the Proposition 9.5 will be then applied 
also to values of n that exceed 22d + 2d (see Section 11). However, to complete an 
induction step for n > 22d + 2’ we shall have to combine techniques and results of 
Proposition 9.5 with respect o both vd and v2d. 
We start with the following easy observation: 
Lemma 10.1. For an integer h 2 0 deJine an integer q by q2d 5 h < (q + 1)2’ and an 
integer q by q”22d I h < (4” + 1)22d. Then q is the only integer satisfying q2’ I 
q < (4” + 1)2d. 
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It follows that each of the inequalities i22d < n I (k” + 1)22d and 
k”2d I k < (k” + 1)2d defines the same integer k”. 
Lemma 10.2. Let a E P,, be a vd-anchor and let q = qd(a). Dejine an integer 2 by 
q”2d I q < (6 + l)2’. Then a is a vzd-anchor and q2d(a) = i. 
Proof. If a is not a vzd-anchor, then by the definition of v,-anchors there exist integers 
I, b with 7cr2d(a) = vZd(b), b # 0. As v2d = (vd)2, it follows from Corollary 8.9 that a is 
not a vd-anchor. The rest follows from Lemmas 8.4 and 10.1. 0 
Consider a vd-anchor a E P,,, and put q = qd(a) and 4” = q2d(a). Then 
d2a 2 q2d 2 4”22d, and hence there exists 0 I i < 222d such that ~~~+~)~zd(a) = i2c2’*. 
The vd-anchor a is said to be admissible, if i > 22d - 2 or if 4” = k”. 
Lemma 10.3. A vd-anchor a E P,, 4” = q2d(a) is admissible ifs (4 + 1)22d 2 n or 
0 # Q+ 1)22d(a) 2 22d2422d. 
Proof. Note that (22d - 1)2@2’d = vd(2’2”) and use COrOlhry 8.9. 0 
Corollary 10.4. Suppose that 22d < n I 2 2df1. Then a v,-anchor a E P,, is not admissible 
ifn22d(a)<22d - 1. 
Proof. We have 6 = 0 for any vd-anchor a with d2a < 22d; by our assumption 
k”=l. 0 
Lemma 10.5. Suppose that e E P, and an integer q satisfy k > q 2 0 and 
(q + 1)2d > d2e 2 42’. DeJine an integer 4” by 42’ I 4” < (q + 1)2d. Consider the unique 
integers a E P,, 1 I b < 222d with d2a 2 (4” + 1)22d and e = a + b2’fzzd. Then e is a vd- 
anchor in P, ifs b is a vd-anchor in P22d. 
Proof. By our assumptions 0 # e # 2” - 2k2d. Choose u E P, so that e = ZJ + i2q2’, 
d2u 2 (q + 1)2’ and i E P2d. Then i # 0 by (q + 1)2’ > d2e, and by Lemma 8.4 e is 
a v,-anchor in P. iff i # 2’* - 1. Put j = q - t2’, then 2(j+ 1)2d2~22d divides u. Setting 
n = a + a2t2’* we obtain b = v + i2j2d. Clearly, b # 0, and by Lemma 8.4 b is a 
v,-anchor in P2zd iff i # 22d - 1. 
Lemma 10.6. Let vd(2j) > X(j+ I)2d(e) > vd(2j - 1) for an integer j 2 1 and e E P.. 
DejineJ by j”2d I j < (j” + 1)2d. Then v&2’) > “G+ 1)2zd(e) > vZd(2’ - 1). 
Proof. Put t = (j + 1)2d and ? = (j” + 1)22d. As 2’ - 1 2 2j2* - 1 = vd(2’ - l), we 
have vd(2j - 1) 2 v&,(2’ - 1)) = vzd(2’ - 1). Since (J + 1)2d 2 j + 1, t” 2 t holds, and 
hence rcr(e) 2 n,(e) > vd(2j - 1) 2 vZd(2J - 1). On the other hand, vd(2’) > n,(e) is 
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equivalent to 2’ - z,(e) > 2jzd, and 7ct(2’ - xi(e)) is 2’ - zt(e). Thus 2’- 
2jzd 2PZd 
zr(e) 2 
2’ - nt(f?) 2 2 and ~~~(2~) > rcf(e). 0 
11. From P,z.+ to P,M 
Proposition 11.1. Let d 2 1 and 23d + 1 2 n 2 22d be integers, and assume there exists 
a 22d-persistent l-sieve and a 2*-persistent l-sieve. Suppose that e E P,,, and if 
n = 23d + 1, assume also e 2 222d or e = 0. Then 
(i) Let a E P,, be an admissible vd-anchor, q’ = q*(a) + 1 and b E Pq.. Zf the formula 
e *,, c = v,*(b e4, Q(C)) 
holds for c = 1, it holds for every c E P,,. In particular, o,,(e) = o,,(b). 
(ii) Zf e is an admissible vd-anchor, q = q,,(e) and u = e + vd(2’ - l), then 
e *n (~2~~~) = u *n c 
for every c E P2d. Moreover, o,(e) = o,(u) + q2*. 
(iii) Let a E P, be an admissible vd-anchor, q = q,,(a) and e = a + 2q2d - 1. Then o,,(e) 
is less or equal to 2*. 
(iv) Let a E P” be an admissible vd-anchor, q’ = q*(a) + 1 and b, c E Pql. Zf e = v:(b), 
then 
e *,, v:(c) = v,*(b *q, c). 
Moreover, if 1 I b < 2qd(a) - 2, then 
v,*(b *q. C) = 6? *” nn&,(C). 
(v) Zfj is an integer such that n 2j2* > d2e, and vd(2j) > K(j+ ij2d(e) > vd(2j - 1) is 
true, then o,,(e) I j2*. 
In particular, for n I 23d the mapping vf = v,*,d: PqdC,,,+ 1 + P,, is a homomorphism of 
LD-algebras for any admissible vd-anchor a E P,,. 
Proof. By Proposition 9.5 and Corollary 10.4 the proposition is true for n I 22d+1. 
Like in Proposition 9.5 we proceed by induction on n and e, assuming that n > 22d+ ’ 
holds and that neither e nor e*, 1 equals 0. 
(i) follows from Lemma 3.1 and (iv), and (ii) follows from (iii), Lemma 8.4, (v) and 
Lemma 5.7, provided q 2 1. If q = 0, then u = e and (ii) is trivial. 
Let a E P, be an admissible vd-anchor, q = q,,(a) and e = a + 2q2d - 1. Set 
4” = &d(a), t = (q + 1)2* and t”= (4” + 1)2 ‘* If t 2 n, then o,(e) I 2* follows from . 
Lemma 9.1. Assume t c n; there exists g E P2d with nt(e *” 1) = (rq2d(g e2d 1). Consider 
u = e*, b, b E P,, such that rcJv) = 2’ - 2r+q2d for some 1 I r < 2*, and put 
u = v + 2qzd - 1. Now, v is a v,-anchor by Corollary 8.5 and t” 2 t by Lemma 10.2. 
Therefore Q(V) > nr(e) > zr(a), and so v is admissible by Lemma 10.3. Note also that 
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e 2 222d ’ implies u 2 222d and u 2 222d. By (iv) o,(u) I 2d, and by (ii) o,(u) I t. Hence 
Lemma 9.2 can be used and we obtain o,,(e) I 2d, provided g # 2d - 2. 
Suppose now that g = 2d - 2 and t < n. Then rc,(e en 1) = vd(2’), and we see that 
e *” 1 is not a vd-anchor. Set h = e - 7cr(e) + 2 G22d - 1. Applying Corollary 9.7 with 
d’ = 2d, we obtain e *n 1 = h *,(b + 1) for 0 I b I 22Zd - 2, rcr(e *” 1) = (b + 1)2i2”. 
Put m = o,(h), clearly e = ho, b, and by Corollary 3.3 o,,(e) = o,,,(b). 
By Lemma 10.5 b + 1 is not a vd-anchor in P2 , zdand so by Lemma 8.10 there exist 
c,z E P2zd such that b + 1 = c + vd(z + 1) and either 
(1) c = 0 and 0 I z I 22d - 2, or 
(2) c # 0 is a v,-anchor in P,, for any m’ 2 22d, 2’ >j = qd(b) = qd(c) 2 1 and 
OIzI2j-2. 
Define an integer Y by ~2~ < m I (r + 1)2d, and put j’ = j + 1, if c # 0, and 
j’ = r + 1, if c = 0. By Lemma 8.10, b *,,,, 1 = v:(z *j, 1) for all m’ 2 22d. Therefore 
02zd(b) = 02d(z) I 2d by Proposition 9.5(i), and nothing else is needed if m I 22d. From 
oq2d(h) = 0 it follows oq2d+2zd(h) I 22d by Lemma 1.1. As 42d + 22d is greater or equal 
to t; t” 2 n implies m = o,(h) I 2 2d Thus m > 22d and t” < n can be assumed. .
Now we shall make use of the fact that a is an admissible v,-anchor. By Lemma 10.3 
nr(e *” 1) 2 (22d + 1)2922d, and hence b 2 22d. Therefore we have z # 0, if c = 0. If 
c # 0, then j = &r(c) 2 1, and so 222d - 1 > c 2 22d. In such a case q&c) = 0, and thus 
by Lemma 10.3 c is an admissible vd-anchor both in P,,, and P,. Let first h # 0. Then 
m < n and o,(b) = oy(z) by the induction hypothesis on n. If c # 0, then o,,,(b) I 2’ by 
j’ I 2d. If c = 0, then 1 I z I 2” - 2, j’ I 22d, and oi’(z) I 2d by Corollary 9.6. 
Suppose now that h = 0. Then 4” = 0, e = b < 222d, and hence n I 23d can be assumed. 
But then we obtain o,(e) = Oj,(z) by (i). If c # 0, then o,(e) I 2d by j’ I 2d, and if c = 0, 
theno,(e)<2’by 1 <z<22d-2andj’<2 2d This completes the proof of (iii). .
Let now a E P, be an admissible vd-anchor, q = qd(a), q’ = q + 1 and let e = v,*(b) 
for 1 I b I 2q - 2 (thus q 2 2). Denote d2(b + 1) by j and put u = e - 2j2’ + 1. Then 
d2u 2 (j + 1)2d by Lemma 7.6, k 2 q > j, and by Lemma 8.4 Vi = u + i2j2d is a vd- 
anchor for each 1 <i I 22d - 2. By 
u + (2zd - 1)2’zd; 
Proposition 7.5(iv) v,*(b + 1) = 
we are going to prove that v,*(b + 1) can be expressed as 
v:(b) *n vd(l)- 
Assume first that Vi is not admissible for some 1 5 i 5 22d - 2, and define 7 by 
j”2d I j < (J+ l)2d. By Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3 nc~+1j22d(Ui) < 22d2hZd must hold. As 
d2u 2j”22d + 2d, we see that then d2u 2 (j” + 1)22d and j =j”2d, By Corollary 9.7 
applied with d’ = 2d, u + i2j2” = e *,, i for each i E P2zd, in particular e an (22d - 1) = 
v:(b + 1). 
Assume now that Vi is an admissible vd-anchor for each 1 5 i < 22d - 2. By (ii) and 
(iii) O”(Ui) I (j + 1)2’ for all 1 I i I 22d - 2. By (v) we can employ Lemma 4.2, and we 
obtain v,*(b *q. 1) = v,*(b) *,, vd(f). 
The proof of (iv) can be now completed in the same way as in Proposition 9.5. 
It remainS to prove (v). Suppose that n > j2d > d2e and vd(2j) > 
Z(j+ l)zd(e) > vd(2’ - 1). Thus j 2 1 and q = qd(e) I j. Let e = a + vd(b), where b E Pq 
and d2a 2 q2d. By Lemmas 8.3 and 1.2 we can assume that a is a v,-anchor. If q = j, 
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then b # 0. Thus for an admissible vd-anchor we obtain o,(e) I j2d from (iv), (iii), (ii) 
and Lemma 9.4. Suppose a is not admissible and define 4 by ~j2~ I 4 < (4” + 1)2d and 
J by j”2d I j c (J+ l)2d. We have 4” Ijl and vzd(2’) > rc~+~)~zd(e) > v&2’- 1) by 
Lemma 10.6. If d2 e < 72 2d, then o,(e) 1j2’~ I j2d by Proposition 9.5. Let d2e 2j22d. 
By Lemma 8.6 4 = &(a) and by Lemma lo.2 4” = 42d(a). As d2a 2 d2e 2j122d, we see 
that 4” >j”, and therefore 4” =i We have assumed that a is not admissible. Hence 
q = 4”2’, and d2e 2 q2d provides a = e. As J22d I d2e, j must be greater than j”2d. 
But by Lemma 10.3 then vd(2j - 1) 2 vd(272d+l - 1) = 2zd2j2*’ - 1 2 
nG+ 1)226(e) 2 %+l)zd(e). 0 
12. Main theorems 
Theorem 12.1. Let p 2 0 be an integer. Then there exists a 22P-persistent l-sieve and 
(2 2"p-2' _ 222p-2'+j[21 = 222# _ 22ZP-2' 
in P2u+ 1 for any integer r satisfying p > r 2 0. 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on p. The one-element sequence (1) is a 
2-persistent l-sieve. Thus the proposition holds for p = 0. Let p > 0, and put 
n = 22p + 22p-‘. By Proposition 9.5 v2p-1: P22p-L+1 + P. is a homomorphism. Hence 
(2 2"p-Z' _ 222p-2'+j[21 = v2P_I((222p-'-2' _ 22*p-'-~'+j121) 
= v2P-I(222p-1 - 22 
p‘LL2' 
) 
= 2221 _ 22+=, 
in P. for every integer 0 I r < p - 1. Furthermore, in P, we also have (2221-’  2)r21 = 
v2'-I(222p-1 _ 2) = 22zp _ 22+ (see Corollary 3.2 or Proposition 2.10). The sequence 
22’-2’, p > r 20 is thus 22p - persistent, as 228 + 1 < n. The last member of this 
sequence is 221 -I and 
is by Proposition 5.5 a homomorphism. By Lemma 6.3 there exists a 22p- l-persistent 
O-sieve and by Lemma 6.2 a 22P-persistent 22p-1 -sieve. The existence of 22p-persistent 
l-sieve now follows from Lemma 6.1. 0 
The Proposition above together with Propositions 9.5 and 11.1 provide a number 
of consequences. We point out two of them. 
Theorem 12.2. Zf k,p 2 0 are integers and k I 22p+‘, then the mapping 
V2PZ Pk + P&P 
is a homomorphism. 
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Theorem 12.3. Zf p 2 0 is an integer, aE Pzzp, &a < 22p and d2(a + 1) c 22p, then 
022p+‘(a) I 2 2p . 
Our goal now is to describe all cases when vd: Pk --f Pk2d is a homomorphism. We 
start by proving that the Theorem 12.2 gives the best possible result if d = 2*. 
Theorem 12.4. Let d be a power of 2 and n = 23d + 1. Then 
(pd - 2Zd) *“(pd - 1) = pd + 2zZd - 1. 
Proof. Note that 22d - 1 = vd(1) and 222d - 22d = vd(22d - 2). By Theorem 12.2 
vd: P22d + P23d is a homomorphism, and hence a = (222d - 2”) *n(22d - 1) equals either 
2226 
- 1, or 223d + 222d - 1. Assume that the former case takes place. Then 
(222d - 22d) en (22d - 2) = 222d - 2 and a = (222d - 2) *n (222d - 22d + 1). By Theorem 
12.2 and Proposition 8.7 (v) the mapping 71.V2d:P2d+I -  P, is a monomorphism, 
&v2d(l) = 222 - 1, and SO 
2236 + 2226 
U = 7t,vzd(~2d+1(22’d - 226 + 1)) = ?r,vZd(22d + 1) = 
- 1 by Proposition 2.10. 0 
LemnX+ 12.5. If (t - l)2d < n 5 t2d, t 2 1 and x,vd: Pt -+ P, is a homomorphism, then 
vd:fi--1 -+P(t-I,2 * is a homomorphism as well. 
Proof. By Proposition 8.7 (v) nnvd = vg, and hence vd(a + 1 1) = $(a NQ- 1 1) = 
vd(a) *n vd(1) for every a E P1_ 1, a # 2-l - 1. The rest follows from Proposition 
3.4. 0 
Theorem 12.6. Let t 2 1 be an integer and let s 2 0 be the least integer with 22s 2 t. Zf 
n 2 1, d 2 0 are integers such that (t - 1)2d < n I t2d, then the mapping 7t,vd: Pt + P. is 
a homomorphism iff 2” divides 2d. 
Proof. Denote d2 d by r. Then 2” divides 2d just when s I r + 1. Put k = 2’+ ’ + d. We 
have to show that x” vd :P, + P, is a homomorphism if t I Z2’+’ and is not a homomor- 
phism if t > 22’1’. By Lemmas 12.5 and 7.3 this reduces to the cases t = 22’+‘, n = 2’ 
and t = 22’+’ + 1, n = 2k + 1. 
Let p 2 0 be the greatest integer with 2* I d, clearly p 2 r. Suppose first that d = 2p. 
Then p = r, k = 3d and t is either 22d or 22d + 1. The mapping vd:P2zd + P23d is 
a homomorphism by Theorem 12.2. Let now t = 22d + 1 and n = 23d + 1. One has 
(22d - 2) *f 1 = 22d - 1. So, if r&v,, were a homomorphism, one would obtain 
(2ZZd - 2Zd) *,(2Zd - 1) = 2ZZd - 1. 
However, this contradicts Theorem 12.4. 
To cover the general case, we proceed by induction on d. If d = 2*, our claim is true 
by the preceding part of the proof. Thus it is true for d I 2, and we can assume 
d > 2P 2 2. 
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Suppose that t is 2”+’ or 2”+’ + 1, and n is 2k or 2k + 1, respectively. If t is 2”+‘, 
define t’ as t2d-2P = 2k-2P. If t is 22’+1 + 1, set t’ = 2k-2P + 1. Then t’22P is greater or 
equal to n, and so ~~,v~Nc~, = c,~c~,~Pv~P = n,v2p is true by Proposition 7.1 (iv). The 
mapping rc, vd :Pt -+ P,, can be expressed as (R, v2P)(nn,,vd _ 2~), with x,, vd _ 2~ : Pt + P,, and 
7c,vzp:Pf, + P,. Because (t’ - 1)22p < n I t122p and (t - 1)2d-2P < t’ I t2d-2P hold, 
these mappings are by Proposition 8.7 injective. 
We have assumed d -C 2*. Thus the definitions of r and p imply inequalities 
d - 2* < 2* < d and r + 1 < p. It follows that the induction hypothesis can be used to 
decide whether the mapping n1,~d_2p: Pt + Pt, is a homomorphism. As t’ I 2k-2P + 1 
and k - 2* + 1 I d + 1 I 2*+‘, we obtain t’ I 22p”, and the mapping ~T~v,P: Pt, + P,, 
is a homomorphism by Theorem 12.2. Therefore R,v~: Pl + P. is a homomorphism, if
and only if z,, vd_ 2~: P, --f P,, is a homomorphism. From p 2 I + 1 it follows 
d2(d - 2*) = r, and we thus have to decide whether s I r + 1, or not. If t = 22’+‘, then 
s = r + 1. If t = 22’+’ + 1, then s = r + 2. 0 
Corollary 12.7. Let t 2 1, d 2 0 be integers and let s 2 0 be the least integer such that 
22’ 2 t. Then the mapping vd: Pt + Pt2d is a homomorphism iflr divides 2d. 
We draw one more conclusion out of Theorem 12.2. It concerns the so-called rare 
elements. An element a E P,,, a # 0 is said to be rare [7], if a = u *,, v implies u = a - 1 
or u = 0, for any U, v E P,. Besides this rather combinatorial definition, there exists 
another way how to characterize the rare elements. Let R, denote the set of all a E P, 
such that a *” 1 is rare in P,. Then R, is the only minimal set of generators of the semi- 
group p,(o) CU. 
There is R, c R, for n I m and from [7,4.1 (iii)] we obtain immediately: 
Lemma 12.8. Zf a E P,, and 2”n’“’ > a, then a E R,. 
Corollary 12.9. Zf n,p 2 0 are integers and n 2 22p+1, then 222* - 1 is rare in P,,. 
13. Disregarding powers of two 
For an integer t 2 1 define a mapping 7,: No + No by z,(a) = 1 ai2i’(2z - l), where 
a = C ai2’ is the dyadic expansion of a. It is clear that z2d = vd for any integer d 2 0. 
It is natural, indeed, to ask which results of the preceding sections hold also for the 
mappings zy, when t is not a power of two. The content of the auxiliary Sections 7, 
8 and 10 can be generalized immediately. However, that does not say much about left 
distributivity. In fact, if t iS not a power Of tW0, then the mappings 2,: Pk + &t are, as 
we show in this section, homomorphisms only for k I 2. 
Proposition 13.1. 02,(2’ - 1) I t for any integer t 2 1. The equality takes place ifSt is 
a power of two. 
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Proof. Let p 2 0 be the maximal integer with 2p I t. If t = 2”, then cr,: Pt + Pzt is 
a homomorphism and ozt(2’ - 1) = t by Proposition 2.10. Let t > 2p. Then p 2 1, 
22 p+l > 2’ - 1 2 22p+’ - 1 2 22p + 1, and hence 02p+1 + 2~(2f - 1) I 2* < t by 
[7,3.3(i)]. This proves the case 2p+’ + 2p 2 2t. If 2p+2 > 2t > 2p+’ + 2p, then 2t can 
be expressed as 2pf’ + 2p + 22, with 1 I z < 2p-’ an integer. By Lemma 4.1 we 
obtain in this case ozt(2’ - 1) I 22 + 02p+1+2p(2f - 1) I 2P + 22 < 2p + 2p- ’ + 
z=t. 0 
Corollary 13.2. q: P2 + Pzt is a homomorphism for any integer t 2 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 we have to prove z,(i *2 1) = z,(i) *2t(2f - 1) for every 
i E P2. This is trivial, if i E {0,3). As r,(2) = 22’ - 2’, r,(2) *,,(2’ - 1) = r,(3) = 22’ - 1 
by Lemma 1.2. Finally, ~~(1)~~~ = 22’- 2’ by the preceding proposition and Lemma 
1.5. i-J 
Theorem 13.3. Let k 2 3 and t 2 1 be integers such that q: Pk + Pkt is a homomorphism. 
Then t is a power of two. 
Proof. As (2’ - 1) *kt(2f - 1) = r,(l *k 1) = 22’ - 2’, we have (2’ - 1) *3t(2f - 1) = 
22’ - 2’. Putting a = 2’ - 1, we obtain ozt(2’ - 1) = t from Lemma 1.9. By Proposi- 
tion 13.1, t is a power of two. 0 
14. Computing vd(a)*b. 
Let vd:Pn + P,,, n’ = n2d be a homomorphism. By Proposition 7.5 (iii) 
o,,(vd(a)) I o,(a)2d for every a E P,. To prove the equality, we need to consider also 
the values vd(a) *,, b for b out of range of vd. It turns out that this can be done only by 
elementary means. The results of Sections 8-13 are not used in this section. 
Lemma 14.1. Let n 2 1, d 2 0 be integers, n’ = n2d and a, c E P,,. If v = vd: P,, + P,,, is 
a homomorphism and c *,, 1 = a *” 2jfor 0 < j < n, then v(a) *,,, 2j2* = v(c) *,,, 1. 
Proof. c = a 0, (2’ - 1) and v(a 0,(2j - 1)) *“, 1 = (v(a)o,, (2j2’ - 1)) *n8 1 = 
v(a) *n, 2j2’. 0 
Proposition 14.2. Let n 2 1, d 2 0 be integers, n’ = n2d and a E P,,. If v = vd: P. + P,,, is 
a homomorphism, then o,,(v(a)) = o,(a)2d. 
Proof. Put k = o,,(v(a)) andj = o,(a). If a = 0 or a en 1 = 0, then k = 2dj by Proposi- 
tions 7.l(ii) and 7.5(ii). Thus the proposition is true, if n = 1. By Lemma 7.3 we can 
proceed by induction over n. Let n 2 2 and a # 0 # a *” 1. We have 1 I j < n, k I j2d 
and by Proposition 7.l(iv) rcC,_1)2dvd = v&-r. If ~,_~(a) = j, then 
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j2* 2 k 2 o(,- l,zd(v,(a)) = o (“+ l)zd(vdx,_ l(a)) = j2* by the induction hypothesis. 
Thus only the case o,(a) = j - 1 needs to be considered. In such a case 
a*,2 j-1 = 2”-1 =(2”-1 _ l)*,l, and hence Lemma 14.1 
v(a)*,,2(j-1)2d = v(2n-l - l)*,, I = 2(n-1)2d. 
provides 
Therefore v(a) en, (~2”~ ‘jzd) = c2(“- 1)2d 
if c E (0, l}, and we shall employ induction to prove the equality for all c E Pz,“. Let 
1 I c I 22d - 2. By Proposition 5.4 (c + 1)2’j- ‘jzd = Xj2d((c2”- ‘jzd) *“, 2(j- ‘j2 ) and 
is a homomorphism. Hence v(a) *“,((c + 1)2(j-1)2d) = 
)) *n,(V(a) *“,2(j- 1)2d ) = 0(C) *,,cT(l) = 0(C *zdl) = 
induction hypothesis on c. Setting c = 22d-1 we obtain 
v(a) *“‘2 j2d-1 = 2”‘-’ # 0. Thus k = o,,(v(a)) equals j2*. 0 
Theorem 14.3. Let n,d 2 1 be integers, n’ = n2*, a E P,,j = o,,(a) and assume that 
v = vd: P,, + P,,! is a homomorphism. Then 
(i) o,,(vd(a)) = j2* and v(a) *“, (2jzd - 1) = v(a *,(2j - 1)). 
(ii) Let 0 I b I 2j - 2 and v(b) + 1 I c < v(b + 1). Denote d2(b + 1) by s and 
dz(u*, 2”) = d2(a*,(b + 1)) by t, and consider the unique integers 1.4 2 0, v 2 0 
such that v < 2S2d and 
c - v(b) - 1 = u2S2d + v. 
Put t’ = t2*. Then 
V(a) *,,, c = V(a 0, b) + 1 + ~2” + (v,&(a) + v). 
Proof. (i) follows from Propositions 14.2 and 7.5(ii). To prove (ii), we shall verify that 
v(a), e = v(b) + 1 and f= v(b + 1) fulfill the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 (with v(a), 
s’ = s2*, t’ = t2* and c - e in place of a, s, t and c, respectively). By (i) v(a) *“, h # 0 for 
every 1 I e I h <fl v(2j - l), and d2e = s’ = d,f by Proposition 7.5(iii). Further- 
more, (f- e)2-“’ = 22d - 2 by Proposition 7.5(iv) and (v(a) *,,,f) - (v(a) *,,,e) = 
v(a *,(b *,, 1)) - (v(a) o,, v(b)) *,,, 1 = ~((a o, b) *n 1) - (v(a o, b) *,,, 1). As d2((a o, b) *” 1) 
= d2(a *,(b *,, 1)) = t, Proposition 7.5(iv) also provides (v(a) *,,,f) - (v(a) *,,e) = 
(22d - 2)2”. 0 
Coming back to the functions Fi defined in the introductory part, we see that 
Fo(m, n) = m + n, Fl(m, n) = mn and F2(m, n) = m”. As od(2’) = 2F0(d,j+ ‘) - 2F0(d’ j) 
and vd(2j) Y 2F;(2”J + f),- 2F1(2d* j), it seems Only natUral t0 treat the IIXtppiUgS pd with 
Pd(2j) = 22”+“* _ 22” = 2F1(Z’d,i + 1) _ 2F,(Zz4, i) as the next candidate for investigation 
of homomorphisms. Recent results of the present author [lo] show that the mappings 
Pd can be treated in a similar way as the mappings rd. However, the increase in the 
complexity of proof machinery is substantial and it is not clear (at least to the present 
author) to what extent this general scheme applies to i 2 4. 
There are also some open questions concerning the mappings vd itself. If p 2 1, then 
222P - 1 is rare in P. for n 2 22p+’ by Corollary 12.9. It seems that n can be lowered to 
22’ + 22P-’ + 1, but currently I have no proof of this fact. It also seems reasonable to 
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expect that the rare elements in Pz2p+l that exceed 222p can be derived from the rare 
elements of P2zp (cf. [S]). 
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